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1. Organization 
 
-The CTO oversees R&D: He is responsible for   
the Research Institute for Creating the Future, 
which is under the direct control of Holdings, 
as well as for Ingredient development in each 
business area, and manages R&D strategies for 
the entire group. 
 
-The IP strategy is also important for global 
management. In addition to the organizations 
in each business area, we have a global 
intellectual property function within Holdings.  
 
-The Research Institute for Creating the 
Future‘s mission is to promote management 
sustainability, which is a different perspective 
from that of Ingredient Development in each 
area.  
 
-The Research Institute includes a group that 
aims to embed a marketing perspective in R&D, 
and is responsible for planning future visions 
and sustainable technologies for the Fuji Oil 
Group.  
In addition, we are actively participating in 
academic institutions and global consortiums 
to develop advanced technologies to create 
new technologies that will be profitable in the 
future.  
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-Ingredient development involves matching 
customers with ingredients, while application 
development involves co-creation with 
customers through proposal-based sales. 
The production engineering department is 
responsible for setting up factories and 
designing plants. 
 
-The FUJISUNNY PLAZA, a place for co-creation 
with customers, is one of the characteristics of 
Fuji Oil‘s research and development. Currently, 
the FUJISUNNY PLAZA is located in Japan, Asia, 
and China, but we are considering establishing 
Fuji-Sunny Plazas and R&D bases in the United 
States and Europe in the future. 
 
-The largest number of research personnel is 
located in Japan, followed by Asia and Oceania. 
As the human resources are allocated 
unevenly in Japan, we are planning to correct 
the situation in glocal areas. 
 
-Ingredient development and application 
development will expand the base of the 
current business model.  
 The Research Institute for Creating the 
Future will quantify and clarify future 
consumer needs based on the vision of society 
in 2030 and 2050. Then, by incorporating 
specific technological areas into our business, 
we will accumulate earnings through new 
business models. 
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2. Competitive advantage supported by 
technology 
 
-The philosophy of our technology is based on 
the following core points. 
 
・Separate" the ingredients of food materials. 
・To understand the characteristics of the 
separated ingredients, and to mix or combine 
them to "assemble" them. 
・To add new values and functions through 
these processes. 
 
-Another of our philosophies and values is to 
substitute existing products with new ones. 
 
 
-We are proposing solutions using plant-based 
ingredients. 
 
-We have been providing customers with 
deliciousness, functionality, novelty and stories, 
and consumers with food pleasure, 
deliciousness and health. 
 
-In the future, we need to go even further and 
provide value to society. In other words, we 
will approach from the aspect of technological 
development how to respond to the uneven 
distribution of food resources and the use of 
plant-based materials to further reduce the 
environmental burden. 
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-One of the characteristics and advantages of 
our company is that we are able to create 
ingredients that meet diversifying needs by 
possessing and combining a variety of 
proprietary materials. 
 
-In addition to palm, cocoa, and soybeans, we 
also conduct in-depth research on other 
leguminous plant materials, and the 
possibilities of materials that can be created by 
combining unique materials, technologies, and 
products are extremely wide. 
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-One of the characteristics of Fuji Oil's business 
model is that it has a mechanism for creating 
new technologies and materials through 
relationships and co-creation with customers. 
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3. Approach to new business creation and 
sustainability 
 
-The image of a business model for technology 
is to plant the seeds of technology and grow 
them into a business. 
 
-A typical example is the development of 
water-soluble soy polysaccharides. 
 As is the case with this product line, one of 
the ways to market it is to work with partners. 
In addition, by strengthening our production 
system, we will take advantage of the group 
network to grow not only domestically but also 
overseas. 
 
-It is not uncommon for us to use our unique 
technologies for other products, and we are 
developing new technologies through 
deepening our technologies. 
 
-The mission of the Research Institute for 
Creating the Future is to set up research 
themes that solve social issues and bring 
potential values to light, and to think about 
how we can contribute to the world from the 
aspect of research and development. 
 By approaching raw materials from the 
aspect of agritech based on proprietary 
technologies such as immobilization and 
fermentation, and by selling more plant-based 
food materials, we hope to contribute to 
reducing the environmental burden as a result. 
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4. Enhancement of human and intellectual 
capital for technology 
 
-As part of our global expansion, we are 
focusing on expanding the Japanese 
technological capabilities we have 
accumulated in Japan to other business 
areas. 
 We are also working to share the needs 
of each business area and meet or 
incorporate them with Japanese 
technologies. 
 
-To strengthen the Americas, we are 
promoting the development of global 
strategic products and the enhancement of 
human resources by improving the skills of 
local staff. 
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-We are focusing on human resource 
development through synergies with external 
organizations. 
 
-We are accelerating open innovation, such as 
participation in consortiums and startup 
sourcing, from the perspective of how to get 
our technologies out of the country as quickly 
as possible and how to incorporate 
technologies from around the world as quickly 
as possible. 
 
-We are also promoting human resource 
development by assigning human resources to 
these activities. 
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Same as P9 
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